PRODUCT INFO
HANDLEBAR-PACK M BIKEPACKING
Waterproof handlebar bag

PVC
free
Straps for mounting to
handlebar

IP 64

PS21R

Alloy hooks for attaching
Accessory-Pack (optional)
Elastic cords

Eurobike Award 2016
(Messe Friedrichshafen
and Deutscher Designer
Club)
Spacers

Please find information on IP symbols on our info sheet or at www.ortlieb.com/ip-symbols
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Compression straps
Roll closure
Strap for mounting
around stem

height cm/in

width cm/in.

depth cm/in.

vol. L/cu.in.

weight g/oz.

20/7.9

58/22.8

20/7.9

15/915

417/14.7

SPECIFICATIONS:
+ Waterproof luggage roll for handlebar with two-way roll closure access
+ Ideal handlebar bag for bikepacking
+ Perfect for waterproof storage for soft items like clothes or sleeping bag (two openings)
+ Quick and easy two-way access
+ Light weight sturdy PU laminated rip stop nylon
+ 5 spacers and 2 straps with side release buckles and Velcro attachments to secure bag to the handle bars
+ 4 alloy hooks for adjusting the compression straps or fixing the Accessory-Pack (available separately)
+ Compression straps and elastics cords
+ Internal stifferener for increased stability
+ Can be mounted to carbon handlebars
+ Balanced weight distribution on bicycle
+ 2 reflectors 3M Scotchlite
+ Maximum capacity: 5 kg/11 lbs.

Optional accessory: Accessory-Pack
Note: In order to meet standard IP64 (6=dustproof, 4=protected against splash water coming from all directions) the closure must be

rolled 3-4 times.
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Contents: Handlebar Pack, 9 foam spacers, strap for mounting to stem
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More capacity: Handlebar-Pack with Accessory-Pack
(optional accessory) fixed by means of metal hooks
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